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5.2.2.9 REMAP (10001)

A REMAP-exchange can only take place in ABM following a change of channel coding. REMAP frames
are always used with the P/F-bit set to "0". The exchange is started by the mobile-end which sends a
REMAP command U-frame in the information field of which the RLP-entity indicates the N(R) of the frame
- according to the ‘old’ frame format - from which the network-end should resend the information mapped
into a frame format corresponding to the new channel coding. The mobile-end sends a REMAP-frame on
every sending opportunity until a responding REMAP-frame is received from the network-end. The
network-end answers by sending a REMAP U-frame with the C/R-bit set to ‘Response’. In the information-
field the network-end indicates the N(R)-number of the frame from which the mobile-end should remap the
information into the new frame format. The network-end responds to all REMAP-commands it receives as
long as it is in the REMAP synchronisation state. The network sends a numbered S frame with poll bit P=1
or an I+S frame after the first REMAP frame to the mobile station to compel it to acknowledge the end of
the REMAP condition. This frame is guarded by T1. Upon reception of an I+S frame or an S frame with the
final bit  F=1 from the MS, the IWF exists the REMAP synchronisation state. Any REMAP-
acknowledgement that may arrive at the mobile-end after one of them has been received is discarded by the
mobile-end. The RLP shall supervise the synchronisation state by a timer with the value of N2*T1. If the
network-end does not receive an appropriate U-frame within N2*T1, it enters ADM. If the mobile-end does
not receive a response within N2×T1 measured from the transmission of the first command, it enters ADM.

In addition to the N(R)-information the REMAP-frame information field can include any XID-parameters
that should be renegotiated because of the change of channel coding. The procedures concerning these XID-
parameters are as defined in section 5.2.2.6 (Exchange Identification) except that the mobile-end always
starts the negotiation. Also the mapping of the parameters is as defined in section 5.2.2.6 (Exchange
Identification) except that the first two octets in the REMAP information field are occupied by the N(R)-
number (The LSB is transmitted first). The information field shall always include parameter type zero,
which delimits the XID-parameter list.

After the change of channel coding, default values according to the new channel coding apply until new
values have been negotiated by the REMAP or XID procedure. Default values according to the new channel
coding also apply for those XID parameters that are not included in the REMAP information field. Values
for XID parameters whose negotiation is only allowed in ADM remain valid after change of channel
coding.

Header 16 bits N(R) 6 bits xxxxxxxxxx XID parameters 00000000 xxxxxx FCS 24 bits
           Information field either 200 or 536 bits x= don’t care

a.) version 0 and 1

Header 16 bits N(R) 9 bits xxxxxxx XID parameters 00000000 xxxxxx FCS 24 bits
           Information field either 200 or 536 bits x= don’t care

b.) version 2

Figure 3: REMAP U-frame format

***   Next modified section   ***

5.4 Transitions between TCH/F9.6 and TCH/F14.4
channel codings

The RLP has to change the supported frame length due to transitions between different channel codings.
The RLP entities have to be re-synchronised after a change of the channel coding.



Any change of the channel coding is indicated to the RLP- entity by an external event. The RLP-entity at
the mobile-end enters the synchronisation state when it receives a relevant Radio Resource Management
message, and it starts sending the REMAP-messages at the earliest possible time. The RLP-entity at the
network-end enters the synchronisation state when the network-end detects Layer 1 synchronisation after a
change of channel coding. The change of channel coding is eventually confirmed by an outband signalling
message.

On entering the synchronisation state timers are halted and zeroed, and the TX- and RX-windows are
frozen. When the RLP entity enters the synchronisation state it clears all SREJ or REJ conditions, discards
all out-of-sequence frames received and clears all previous re-transmission requests received by any SREJ.

After this the mobile-end starts a REMAP-exchange (Section 5.2.2.9). When an RLP-entity receives a
REMAP-frame, it moves the user information contained by the frames to be remapped from the TX-window
to a transition buffer between the RLP- and L2R-entities. The L2R uses the information in this buffer before
mapping new data into the PDUs. The network-end regards the REMAP-procedure as completed when it
has received an I+S-frame, an S-frame or an SABM U-frame from the mobile-end, whereas the mobile-end
leaves the synchronisation state after receiving a responding REMAP-frame or an SABM U-frame. The data
in the transition buffer at the network-end must not be deleted before an I+S-, or an S-frame is received
from the mobile-end.

No Supervisory or Information transfer frames or XID U frames are discarded by the receiving entity while
in REMAP synchronisation stateexchanged before the REMAP-exchange is completed. If the RLP entity
receives another U-frame, it reacts according to the defined procedures. That is, if the frame is an SABM
frame it performs a reset procedure and leaves the synchronisation state. If the frame is NULL, UI or TEST
frame, RLP performs the defined procedure and remains in the synchronisation state. In the case of a DISC
frame RLP terminates ABM and goes into ADM.

After the REMAP-procedure is completed, the RLP-entities leave the synchronisation state and normal
operation is resumed. On resuming the normal operation, the TX- and RX- windows are emptied. The N(S)-
numbering resumes from the value indicated in the REMAP-message by the N(R)-number.

Abortion of the transition or another transition taking place during the REMAP-procedure restarts the
REMAP-procedure in order to resume operation using the channel coding corresponding to the latest
transition.
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5.2.2.9 REMAP (10001)

A REMAP-exchange can only take place in ABM following a change of channel coding. REMAP frames
are always used with the P/F-bit set to "0". The exchange is started by the mobile-end which sends a
REMAP command U-frame in the information field of which the RLP-entity indicates the N(R) of the frame
- according to the ‘old’ frame format - from which the network-end should resend the information mapped
into a frame format corresponding to the new channel coding. The mobile-end sends a REMAP-frame on
every sending opportunity until a responding REMAP-frame is received from the network-end. The
network-end answers by sending a REMAP U-frame with the C/R-bit set to ‘Response’. In the information-
field the network-end indicates the N(R)-number of the frame from which the mobile-end should remap the
information into the new frame format. The network-end responds to all REMAP-commands it receives as
long as it is in the REMAP synchronisation state. The network sends a numbered S frame with poll bit P=1
or an I+S frame after the first REMAP frame to the mobile station to compel it to acknowledge the end of
the REMAP condition. This frame is guarded by T1. Upon reception of an I+S frame or an S frame with the
final bit  F=1 from the MS, the IWF exists the REMAP synchronisation state. Any REMAP-
acknowledgement that may arrive at the mobile-end after one of them has been received is discarded by the
mobile-end. The RLP shall supervise the synchronisation state by a timer with the value of N2*T1. If the
network-end does not receive an appropriate U-frame within N2*T1, it enters ADM. If the mobile-end does
not receive a response within N2×T1 measured from the transmission of the first command, it enters ADM.

In addition to the N(R)-information the REMAP-frame information field can include any XID-parameters
that should be renegotiated because of the change of channel coding. The procedures concerning these XID-
parameters are as defined in section 5.2.2.6 (Exchange Identification) except that the mobile-end always
starts the negotiation. Also the mapping of the parameters is as defined in section 5.2.2.6 (Exchange
Identification) except that the first two octets in the REMAP information field are occupied by the N(R)-
number (The LSB is transmitted first). The information field shall always include parameter type zero,
which delimits the XID-parameter list.

After the change of channel coding, default values according to the new channel coding apply until new
values have been negotiated by the REMAP or XID procedure. Default values according to the new channel
coding also apply for those XID parameters that are not included in the REMAP information field. Values
for XID parameters whose negotiation is only allowed in ADM remain valid after change of channel
coding.

Header 16 bits N(R) 6 bits xxxxxxxxxx XID parameters 00000000 xxxxxx FCS 24 bits
           Information field either 200 or 536 bits x= don’t care

a.) version 0 and 1

Header 16 bits N(R) 9 bits xxxxxxx XID parameters 00000000 xxxxxx FCS 24 bits
           Information field either 200 or 536 bits x= don’t care

b.) version 2

Figure 3: REMAP U-frame format

***   Next modified section   ***

5.4 Transitions between TCH/F9.6 and TCH/F14.4
channel codings

The RLP has to change the supported frame length due to transitions between different channel codings.
The RLP entities have to be re-synchronised after a change of the channel coding.



Any change of the channel coding is indicated to the RLP- entity by an external event. The RLP-entity at
the mobile-end enters the synchronisation state when it receives a relevant Radio Resource Management
message, and it starts sending the REMAP-messages at the earliest possible time. The RLP-entity at the
network-end enters the synchronisation state when the network-end detects Layer 1 synchronisation after a
change of channel coding. The change of channel coding is eventually confirmed by an outband signalling
message.

On entering the synchronisation state timers are halted and zeroed, and the TX- and RX-windows are
frozen. When the RLP entity enters the synchronisation state it clears all SREJ or REJ conditions, discards
all out-of-sequence frames received and clears all previous re-transmission requests received by any SREJ.

After this the mobile-end starts a REMAP-exchange (Section 5.2.2.9). When an RLP-entity receives a
REMAP-frame, it moves the user information contained by the frames to be remapped from the TX-window
to a transition buffer between the RLP- and L2R-entities. The L2R uses the information in this buffer before
mapping new data into the PDUs. The network-end regards the REMAP-procedure as completed when it
has received an I+S-frame, an S-frame or an SABM U-frame from the mobile-end, whereas the mobile-end
leaves the synchronisation state after receiving a responding REMAP-frame or an SABM U-frame. The data
in the transition buffer at the network-end must not be deleted before an I+S-, or an S-frame is received
from the mobile-end.

No Supervisory or Information transfer frames or XID U frames are discarded by the receiving entity while
in REMAP synchronisation stateexchanged before the REMAP-exchange is completed. If the RLP entity
receives another U-frame, it reacts according to the defined procedures. That is, if the frame is an SABM
frame it performs a reset procedure and leaves the synchronisation state. If the frame is NULL, UI or TEST
frame, RLP performs the defined procedure and remains in the synchronisation state. In the case of a DISC
frame RLP terminates ABM and goes into ADM.

After the REMAP-procedure is completed, the RLP-entities leave the synchronisation state and normal
operation is resumed. On resuming the normal operation, the TX- and RX- windows are emptied. The N(S)-
numbering resumes from the value indicated in the REMAP-message by the N(R)-number.

Abortion of the transition or another transition taking place during the REMAP-procedure restarts the
REMAP-procedure in order to resume operation using the channel coding corresponding to the latest
transition.
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5.2.2.9 REMAP (10001)

A REMAP-exchange can only take place in ABM when the RLP-entities are in synchronisation mode
following a change of channel coding. The exchange is started by the mobile-end which sends a REMAP
command U-frame in the information field of which the RLP-entity indicates the N(R) of the frame -
according to the ‘old’ frame format - from which the network-end should resend the information mapped
into a frame format corresponding to the new channel coding. The mobile-end sends a REMAP-frame on
every sending opportunity until a responding REMAP-frame is received from the network-end. The
network-end answers by sending a REMAP U-frame with the C/R-bit set to ‘Response’. In the information-
field the network-end indicates the N(R)-number of the frame from which the mobile-end should remap the
information into the new frame format. The network-end responds to all REMAP-commands it receives as
long as it is in the REMAP synchronisation state. The network sends a numbered S frame with poll bit P=1
or an I+S frame after the first REMAP frame to the mobile station to compel it to acknowledge the end of
the REMAP condition. This frame is guarded by T1. Upon reception of an I+S frame or an S frame with the
final bit  F=1 from the MS, the IWF exists the REMAP synchronisation state. Any REMAP-
acknowledgement that may arrive at the mobile-end after one of them has been received is discarded by the
mobile-end. The RLP shall supervise the synchronisation state by a timer with the value of N2*T1. If the
network-end does not receive an appropriate U-frame within N2*T1, it enters ADM. If the mobile-end does
not receive a response within N2×T1 measured from the transmission of the first command, it enters ADM.

In addition to the N(R)-information the REMAP-frame information field can include any XID-parameters
that should be renegotiated because of the change of channel coding. The procedures concerning these XID-
parameters are as defined in subclause 5.2.2.6 (Exchange Identification) except that the mobile-end always
starts the negotiation. Also the mapping of the parameters is as defined in subclaus 5.2.2.6 (Exchange
Identification) except that the first two octets in the REMAP information field are occupied by the N(R)-
number (The LSB is transmitted first). The information field shall always include parameter type zero,
which delimits the XID-parameter list.

After the change of channel coding, default values according to the new channel coding apply until new
values have been negotiated by the REMAP or XID procedure. Default values according to the new channel
coding also apply for those XID parameters that are not included in the REMAP information field. Values
for XID parameters whose negotiation is only allowed in ADM remain valid after change of channel
coding.

Header 16 bits N(R) 6 bits xxxxxxxxxx XID parameters 00000000 xxxxxx FCS 24 bits

           Information field either 200 or 536 bits x= don’t care

a.) version 0 and 1

Header 16 bits N(R) 9 bits xxxxxxx XID parameters 00000000 xxxxxx FCS 24 bits

           Information field either 200 or 536 bits x= don’t care

b.) version 2

Figure 3: REMAP U-frame format



***   Next modified section   ***

5.4 Transitions between TCH/F9.6 and TCH/F14.4 channel
codings

The RLP has to change the supported frame length due to transitions between different channel codings.
The RLP entities have to be re-synchronised after a change of the channel coding.

Any change of the channel coding is indicated to the RLP- entity by an external event. The RLP-entity at
the mobile-end enters the synchronisation state when it receives a relevant Radio Resource Management
message, and it starts sending the REMAP-messages at the earliest possible time. The RLP-entity at the
network-end enters the synchronisation state when the network-end detects Layer 1 synchronisation after a
change of channel coding. The change of channel coding is eventually confirmed by an outband signalling
message.

On entering the synchronisation state timers are halted and zeroed, and the TX- and RX-windows are
frozen. When the RLP entity enters the synchronisation state it clears all SREJ or REJ conditions, discards
all out-of-sequence frames received and clears all previous re-transmission requests received by any SREJ.

After this the mobile-end starts a REMAP-exchange (Subclause 5.2.2.9). When an RLP-entity receives a
REMAP-frame, it moves the user information contained by the frames to be remapped from the TX-window
to a transition buffer between the RLP- and L2R-entities. The L2R uses the information in this buffer before
mapping new data into the PDUs. The network-end regards the REMAP-procedure as completed when it
has received an I+S-frame, an S-frame or an SABM U-frame from the mobile-end, whereas the mobile-end
leaves the synchronisation mode after receiving a responding REMAP-frame or an SABM U-frame. The
data in the transition buffer at the network-end must not be deleted before an I+S-, or an S-frame is received
from the mobile-end.

No Supervisory or Information transfer frames or XID U frames are discarded by the receiving entity while
in REMAP synchronisation stateexchanged before the REMAP-exchange is completed. If the RLP entity
receives another U-frame, it reacts according to the defined procedures. That is, if the frame is an SABM
frame it performs a reset procedure and leaves the synchronisation state. If the frame is a NULL, UI or
TEST frame, RLP performs the defined procedure and remains in the synchronisation state. In the case of a
DISC frame RLP terminates ABM and goes into ADM.

After the REMAP-procedure is completed, the RLP-entities leave the synchronisation mode and normal
operation is resumed. On resuming the normal operation, the TX- and RX- windows are emptied. The N(S)-
numbering resumes from the value indicated in the REMAP-message by the N(R)-number.

Abortion of the transition or another transition taking place during the REMAP-procedure restarts the
REMAP-procedure in order to resume operation using the channel coding corresponding to the latest
transition.
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5.2.2.9 REMAP (10001)

A REMAP-exchange can only take place in ABM following a change of channel coding. REMAP frames
are always used with the P/F-bit set to "0". The exchange is started by the mobile-end which sends a
REMAP command U-frame in the information field of which the RLP-entity indicates the N(R) of the frame
- according to the ‘old’ frame format - from which the network-end should resend the information mapped
into a frame format corresponding to the new channel coding. The mobile-end sends a REMAP-frame on
every sending opportunity until a responding REMAP-frame is received from the network-end. The
network-end answers by sending a REMAP U-frame with the C/R-bit set to ‘Response’. In the information-
field the network-end indicates the N(R)-number of the frame from which the mobile-end should remap the
information into the new frame format. The network-end responds to all REMAP-commands it receives as
long as it is in the REMAP synchronisation state. The network sends a numbered S frame with poll bit P=1
or an I+S frame after the first REMAP frame to the mobile station to compel it to acknowledge the end of
the REMAP condition. This frame is guarded by T1. Upon reception of an I+S frame or an S frame with the
final bit  F=1 from the MS, the IWF exists the REMAP synchronisation state. Any REMAP-
acknowledgement that may arrive at the mobile-end after one of them has been received is discarded by the
mobile-end. The RLP shall supervise the synchronisation state by a timer with the value of N2*T1. If the
network-end does not receive an appropriate U-frame within N2*T1, it enters ADM. If the mobile-end does
not receive a response within N2×T1 measured from the transmission of the first command, it enters ADM.

In addition to the N(R)-information the REMAP-frame information field can include any XID-parameters
that should be renegotiated because of the change of channel coding. The procedures concerning these XID-
parameters are as defined in section 5.2.2.6 (Exchange Identification) except that the mobile-end always
starts the negotiation. Also the mapping of the parameters is as defined in section 5.2.2.6 (Exchange
Identification) except that the first two octets in the REMAP information field are occupied by the N(R)-
number (The LSB is transmitted first). The information field shall always include parameter type zero,
which delimits the XID-parameter list.

After the change of channel coding, default values according to the new channel coding apply until new
values have been negotiated by the REMAP or XID procedure. Default values according to the new channel
coding also apply for those XID parameters that are not included in the REMAP information field. Values
for XID parameters whose negotiation is only allowed in ADM remain valid after change of channel
coding.

Header 16 bits N(R) 6 bits xxxxxxxxxx XID parameters 00000000 xxxxxx FCS 24 bits
           Information field either 200 or 536 bits x= don’t care

a.) version 0 and 1

Header 16 bits N(R) 9 bits xxxxxxx XID parameters 00000000 xxxxxx FCS 24 bits
           Information field either 200 or 536 bits x= don’t care

b.) version 2

Figure 3: REMAP U-frame format

***   Next modified section   ***

5.4 Transitions between 240 bit and 576 bit frame
lengths

The RLP has to change the supported frame length due to transitions between different channel codings.
The RLP entities have to be re-synchronised after a change of the channel coding.



Any change of the channel coding is indicated to the RLP- entity by an external event. The RLP-entity at
the mobile-end enters the synchronisation state when it receives a relevant Radio Resource Management
message, and it starts sending the REMAP-messages at the earliest possible time. The RLP-entity at the
network-end enters the synchronisation state when the network-end detects Layer 1 synchronisation after a
change of channel coding. The change of channel coding is eventually confirmed by an outband signalling
message.

On entering the synchronisation state timers are halted and zeroed, and the TX- and RX-windows are
frozen. When the RLP entity enters the synchronisation state it clears all SREJ or REJ conditions, discards
all out-of-sequence frames received and clears all previous re-transmission requests received by any SREJ.

After this the mobile-end starts a REMAP-exchange (Section 5.2.2.9). When an RLP-entity receives a
REMAP-frame, it moves the user information contained by the frames to be remapped from the TX-window
to a transition buffer between the RLP- and L2R-entities. The L2R uses the information in this buffer before
mapping new data into the PDUs. The network-end regards the REMAP-procedure as completed when it
has received an I+S-frame, an S-frame or an SABM U-frame from the mobile-end, whereas the mobile-end
leaves the synchronisation state after receiving a responding REMAP-frame or an SABM U-frame. The data
in the transition buffer at the network-end must not be deleted before an I+S-, or an S-frame is received
from the mobile-end.

No Supervisory or Information transfer frames or XID U frames are exchanged before the REMAP-
exchange is completeddiscarded by the receiving entity while in REMAP synchronisation state. If the RLP
entity receives another U-frame, it reacts according to the defined procedures. That is, if the frame is an
SABM frame it performs a reset procedure and leaves the synchronisation state. If the frame is NULL, UI
or TEST frame, RLP performs the defined procedure and remains in the synchronisation state. In the case of
a DISC frame RLP terminates ABM and goes into ADM.

After the REMAP-procedure is completed, the RLP-entities leave the synchronisation state and normal
operation is resumed. On resuming the normal operation, the TX- and RX- windows are emptied. The N(S)-
numbering resumes from the value indicated in the REMAP-message by the N(R)-number.

Abortion of the transition or another transition taking place during the REMAP-procedure restarts the
REMAP-procedure in order to resume operation using the channel coding corresponding to the latest
transition.
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At the VMSC, when the incoming call arrives, the LLC/HLC and the GSM or ISDN BC associated with the
MSRN is retrieved from the VLR. Generally the GSM BC, LLC and HLC received from the VLR are sent with
the GSM BC in general to the MS at call set-up.
In particular, howeverHowever, the following rules apply:

1) If the Initial Address Message (IAM) contains no ISDN BC and there is no GSM or ISDN BC/LLC/HLC
retrieved from the VLR, the call is handled as subclause 9.2.2 case b.

2)   If there is no ISDN BC in the IAM but a GSM or ISDN BC/LLC/HLC was signalled in the "provide
roaming number" message, the retrieved GSM or ISDN BC/LLC/HLC applies.

23)If there is an ISDN BC in the IAM with the ITC field set to "3,1 kHz audio" but without any associated
modem type or indication of facsimile group 3 in the HLC, the GSM or ISDN BC/LLC/HLC retrieved
from the VLR is considered as applicable when it exists. If no GSM or ISDN BC is retrieved from the
VLR, the call is handled as in subclause 9.2.2 case b.

34)If the ISDN BC received in the IAM has the ITC field set to the value "unrestricted digital information"
and the fields for the applicable "user layer 1 protocol" and "user rate" are available (either in the ISDN
BC or ISDN LLC), or if 3,1 kHz audio and a modem type is indicated, this ISDN BC is applicable
regardless of what has been retrieved from the VLR. In this case the ISDN BC has to be mapped to an
appropriate GSM BC (refer to table 7B).

45)If the ISDN BC received in the IAM has the ITC field set to the value "3,1kHz audio" and a HLC
"facsimile group 3" is indicated, the GSM BC retrieved from the VLR is applicable when it exists. If a
GSM BC-IE with the parameter "information transfer capability" set to "alternate speech/facsimile group
3, starting with speech" (stating TS61) is retrieved from the VLR, this shall be mapped to two GSM
BC-IE preceded by a repeat indicator, one representing speech, the other representing facsimile group 3.

When no GSM BC is retrieved from the VLR, either two GSM BCs preceded by a repeat indicator
(stating teleservice 61), or a single GSM BC-IE (stating TS 62), are sent in the setup message, depending
whether TS 61 or TS 62 is subscribed (see also subclause 10.3.1.3).

In case of TS 61, the order in which the two GSM BC-IEs are sent towards the MS, in the setup message,
is a network option.

6) If the ISDN BC received in the IAM has a ITC value "unrestricted digital information" but without
applicable "user layer 1 protocol" and "user rate", etc. fields, neither in the ISDN BC nor ISDN LLC, then
the GSM or ISDN BC/LLC retrieved from the VLR is applicable, if available otherwise subclause 9.2.2
case b applies.

In case of an ISDN BC/LLC/HLC was attached to the MSRN this has to be mapped to an appropriate
GSM BC (refer to table 7B). However in both cases (GSM or ISDN BC attached) the PLMN specific
parameters of the GSM BC-IEs may be added/modified in line with procedures identified in subclause
9.2.2.

In all cases when no GSM or ISDN BC is retrieved from the VLR and no ISDN Compatibility information
allowing deduction of a GSM Bearer Service is available, then no GSM BC is inserted by the VMSC and
subclause 9.2.2 case b applies.
The mapping between GSM and ISDN BCs is shown in table 7.
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